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[Jul 31, 12:16 PM] Lauren Girard: love his shapes book!
[Jul 31, 12:38 PM] Nancy Bicknell: Love the shapes book!
[Jul 31, 12:41 PM] Margie: I so understand the missing concept with place value. Every year 
children come to 4th grade so confused.
[Jul 31, 12:44 PM] Margie: 10 double +5
[Jul 31, 12:45 PM] Karen Schweitzer: Being able to count a group in two ways (one group of five 
or five ones)-to hold on to both things at once, is a developmental ability that develops around 
the end of first grade and the beginning of second grade.  It is what makes counting coins or 
telling time so hard for first graders.
[Jul 31, 12:48 PM] Margie: 3 groups of 4 +5
[Jul 31, 12:48 PM] buildmathminds: Sorry about all the tech issues.  If you haven't gotten the 
email, https://mathematicallyminded.lpages.co/vms-temporary/ Is the page I created to link to 
all the sessions.  We have to upgrade our CPU and so the site will be down for a few hours!  I'm 
creating temp pages for each presenter...but that page will link to all of them.
[Jul 31, 12:49 PM] Margie: Sorry... auto change hit...4 groups of 5 +5
[Jul 31, 12:54 PM] Guest7680: 5 groups of 5
[Jul 31, 12:57 PM] Guest7680: 4 groups of 4 + 5
[Jul 31, 12:58 PM] Margie: 2 shoes, 4 sets of 5 shoe string eyelets 1 pair of laces, 1 box, 
stitches around the shoe could be counted
[Jul 31, 1:12 PM] Ivan Remus: holes!! 12 holes
[Jul 31, 1:13 PM] Ivan Remus: upss 22
[Jul 31, 1:44 PM] qawilson: 25 - 2 groups of 10 plus 5 on diagonal
[Jul 31, 1:47 PM] qawilson: now 21 because you took 4
[Jul 31, 2:11 PM] Valerie Thomason: Looking forward to your How Many? book! great talk!
[Jul 31, 2:18 PM] qawilson: how many 10's in 30?  my students struggle as sometimes the answer 
is 3 but other times it would be 3.2
[Jul 31, 2:19 PM] qawilson: how do we differentiate between those two answers..I teach 6th 
graders and ever once in a a while we come across a probe or assessment that expects 3.2 instead 
of place value column
[Aug 1, 2:56 PM] Guest2360: You could use round two-color counters for the structure activity.
[Aug 1, 6:59 PM] Anna Puryear: Thank you for a great presentation
[Aug 1, 7:30 PM] Tina Renee Vester: I am clueless about twitter.  Any advise on how to become 
more familiar?
[Aug 1, 10:29 PM] Anna Hanson: Thanks.
[Aug 2, 2:00 PM] Guest8724: I love the idea of reverse number talks.  Thank you.
[Aug 2, 3:24 PM] Guest924: Thank you for your time
[Aug 2, 11:19 PM] Nan: I can't wait for How Many? Which One does Not Belong is a favorite of my 
students!
[Aug 3, 10:22 AM] Guest4639: my students also struggle with place value concepts
[Aug 3, 10:53 AM] Guest4639: with the dots, I would have them think about dots on dice when they 
begin arranging them
[Aug 5, 5:48 PM] Guest1405: Love reverse number talks!</pre></body></html>


